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Dear participants,
innovation has always been a recipe for business success and is an inherent part of entrepreneurial 
spirit. in light of current challenges such as stagnating productivity, digitalisation and volatility, it is all 
the more important. how do innovations come about within companies? to what extent can new 
ideas be actively promoted? And what influence does creativity have upon the innovation process?

Each and every innovation begins with an impulse, a flash of inspiration and ideas. This requires cre-
ativity, which is the source of innovation. creativity is a characteristic that essentially lies dormant in all 
human beings. However, in companies this valuable skill needs to be specifically activated, cultivated 
and trained. too little attention is paid to innovation in busy day-to-day business. our working days 
are governed by deadlines and urgent demands. and so we forget that creativity needs the freedom 
to develop. the 11th swiss innovation Forum will counteract this and provide a framework for think-
ing about creativity, design and innovation.
 
the motto of this year’s conference is «Play». Playing represents fun, emotions and freedom. in 
my opinion, openness and the ability to inject fun into our thoughts and actions is also becoming 
increasingly important in everyday business environments. Playing is the best way to learn new skills 
and break out of existing mindsets and patterns. it involves making space for any unexpected ap-
proaches and methods, which are absolutely essential for the development of strategies, products 
and business models. Join us at siF 2016, let‘s break away from everyday working life and immerse 
ourselves in a world full of playing, fun and an abundance of inspiration. we look forward to seeing 
you there!

Dr Dominik isler
ceo swiss innovation Forum
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60 % ceos / business owners / mDs

6 % senior management

15 % middle management

6 % Politics / administration

5 % r&D / educational institutions

5 % start-ups

3 % students

Overview
Date: Thursday, 24 November 2016
Time: 8.45 am – 5.30 pm
Venue: Congress Center Basel
Speakers: 25, from Switzerland and abroad
Languages: German and English  
 (simultaneously interpreted)
Participants: over 1,000 people
Registration: registration.swiss-innovation.com
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11. SwiSS innOvatiOn FOrum
24 nOvember 2016, COngreSS Center baSel

the swiss innovation Forum (siF) is the most 
important national platform for creativity, design 
and innovation. more than 1,000 individuals 
from industry, science and politics are expected 
on 24 november 2016 at the congress center 
basel. 

carefully selected speakers from switzerland 
and abroad will come together at the unique in-
novation conference and present forward-think-
ing ideas, the latest technologies and current 
trends from the fields of technology, creativity 
and design. actual examples from business 
practice will also be showcased as well as ac-

ademic articles on the subject of innovation. 
besides the varied presentations, cross-sector 
dialogue and networking in particular will sit at 
the heart of the event. the swiss innovation Fo-
rum is a meeting point for decision makers from 
swiss industry and start-ups that demonstrate 
potential. the entrepreneurs who attend will 
network with representatives from research and 
politics, encouraging the transfer of knowledge. 
the heterogeneous participation favours mutu-
al exchange and provides an optimal breeding 
ground for original ideas, creative approaches 
and visions of the future.
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8.55am | en

DaviD  
rObertSOn
Professor of Practice,
wharton school
with «innovation navigation», the innovation professor David 
robertson has created a business radio for innovative ideas. in 
the course of his career he has worked as a professor at imD 
(lausanne) and was also employed as a consultant at mcKinsey 
& company. he is the acclaimed author of «brick by brick» and 
has already advised countless international companies such as 
heineken and credit suisse on innovation issues.

1 | innovation navigation 

2 | art of innovation 

3 | the lego success story 

what can managers learn from the «innovation navigation» 
business radio?

what is the secret of innovation?

how did lego manage to achieve one of the most impressive 
turnarounds in history?

#BrickbyBrick #LEGOrenaissance #Turnaround

innOvatiOn management
From near-bankruptcy to huge success: David robertson pre-
sents the lego story at the swiss innovation Forum 2016 and 
shows how the lego revivals succeeded thanks to innovation 
management. lego is basically a simple box with bricks. the 
greatest innovation, however, consists in combining the build-
ing bricks with stories, thereby creating a unique play experi-
ence. robertson shows how these discoveries can also be trans-
ferred to other companies.
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rOlanD Siegwart
marCO Hutter
robotics professors, eth Zurich

mechanical engineers roland siegwart and marco hutter are 
professors at ETH Zurich and lead research groups in the field 
of robotics. siegwart is a specialist in machine vision as well as 
autonomous driving and flying. He is also on the administrative 
board of nZZ mediengruppe. hutter‘s research centres around 
walking robots, mobile manipulation and digital production.

1 | Artificial intelligence

2 | Benefits and dangers

3 | Practice

will robots soon be more intelligent than humans?

what opportunities and risks are presented by the robots of 
the future?

what activities can be performed by robots and in which sec-
tors are they becoming a sought-after workforce?

9.30am | De

#Science #Robotics #Artificialintelligence

Future OF rObOtiCS
will machines soon have human capabilities? the swiss robotics 
experts and eth researchers roland siegwart and marco hutter 
will answer these and other questions at the forum in Basel. They 
will present the latest findings from robotics research by means 
of a live demonstration using flying and walking robots.
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raFFael  
DiCkreuter
action Designer and  
virtual reality expert
the professional background of animator raffael Dickreuter lies in 
film, design, web and photography. He has built the world‘s larg-
est networking platform for 3D animation scenes and developed 
a separate virtual camera system. Dickreuter provided the special 
effects for hollywood blockbusters such as «iron man 2». he is also 
co-owner of emotionalexperience.ch, a swiss company specialis-
ing in vr.

1 | From muri to hollywood

2 | aesthetics and design

3 | People and technology

how did an animator from berne establish himself on the 
Hollywood film scene?

what role do aesthetics and design play in our everyday wor-
king lives? 

what must be observed with the interplay between humans 
and technology?

#VirtualReality #Technology #VR #ActionDesign

vr: between PerCePtiOn anD realitY
the term «virtual reality» is currently on everyone‘s lips. while 
the new technological opportunities have emerged in the film 
industry, other sectors are still waiting for tangible applications. 
One thing is clear: VR is a new, broad field that offers many op-
portunities. raffael Dickreuter is an expert in digital technology 
and will demonstrate examples of the potential of vr in every-
day business life. he will also explain the opportunities and risks 
of virtual reality.

10.05am | De
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tina rOtH 
eiSenberg
Designer, blogger and  
entrepreneur
tina roth eisenbergo grew up in appenzellerland but has since 
lived in new york where she has worked in various roles includ-
ing as head Designer for a well-known american web company. 
she opened a co-working space in brooklyn, developed a to-do 
app and founded tattly, a shop for temporary design tattoos. 
the «swissmiss» reaches out to a million people every month 
through her blog.

1 | success story

2 | secret to success

3 | success factor

how does a young woman from appenzell become a respec-
ted member of the new york design scene?

wherein lies the secret to success of the lecture and networ-
king series creative mornings?

which success factors were decisive for seriously challenging 
the traditional tattoo business with tattly?

#Entrepreneurship #SwissMiss #Tattly #CreativeMornings

tHe beSt waY tO COmPlain iS tO make SOmetHing
the swiss blogger will talk at siF 2016 about her business suc-
cess in new york and explain how she made it from appenzell 
all the way to new york as a young woman. the «swissmiss» in-
herited a real entrepreneurial spirit. today tina roth eisenberg 
prefers to work for her own company than for customers. her un-
derstanding of design and creativity is inspiring – even the crea-
tive Director of the new york times is an avid reader of her blog.

11.10am | en
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11.40am | en

ClauS meYer
innovative restaurateur and 
food activist

The Danish culinary entrepreneur Claus Meyer has redefined Nordic 
cuisine with his «new nordic Food manifesto». he is co-founder of 
noma. believing in food as a driver for social change, meyer estab-
lished the melting Pot Foundation and gustu in bolivia. he moved 
with his family to new york to open a Food hall and restaurant agern, 
awarded a 3 star review in the new york times. he is also determined 
to establish a food school and bakery/community eatery in brownsville.

1 | Follow your heart 

2 | management by taste 

3 | social change 

why are love and passion important factors  
in corporate success?

How the concept of «purpose before profit» can lead 
to corporate success?

how can new foods and innovative gastronomy concepts
lead to social changes?

#nordicfood #managementbytaste #sonofthemicrowave

DeliCiOuS ambitiOnS: a PerSOnal aDventure
From writing the manifesto for the nordic food revolution, to launch-
ing an indigenous food movement in bolivia, claus meyer has al-
ways been motivated by goals that stretch beyond the profit-motive. 
addressing issues such as the importance of unconventional think-
ing and naive ambition, how to create an cultural movement rather 
than a traditional business plan, and why we need to remain in close 
touch with our passions if we are to be truly successful. he will share 
insights from his gastronomic, business and philanthropic journey.
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Franz blaCH
Design Director, iDeo

after completing design studies in cologne, Franz blach found-
ed two companies in the areas of storytelling and digital strate-
gy. he has over 20 years of experience in the design, develop-
ment and creation of products and brands. as Design Director 
of iDeo he advises customers around the world. blach was 
presented with the Flash Forward, nike Play and independent 
game award as a testament to his work.

1 | 5 c‘s of creative leaders

2 | creative leadership

3 | innovative approaches

What are the five drivers that make creative ideas stand out?

why is creative leadership important in all sectors?

how does iDeo work in collaboration with its customers?

#CreativeLeadership #Creativity #DesignThinking #Design

tHe eSCalatiOn OF CreativitY
Franz blach will inspire the siF participants with his energy, op-
timism and unique can-do mentality. As a result of the digital 
transformation, creative leadership is becoming a sought-after 
management style in all industries. using real examples, blach 
will explain the five drivers for creative leaders and draw upon his 
own personal experiences and projects. 

12.00am | en
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bazmi HuSain
Chief Technology Officer,  
abb group

Bazmi Husain is Chief Technology Officer of ABB Group, a glob-
al leading technology company in the energy and automation 
sectors. the abb group companies operate in around 100 
countries and employ about 135,000 members of staff. husain 
is an electrical and electronics engineer with a master of science 
in physics.

1 | automated factory

2 | the internet of everything

3 | individuality

thanks to digital technology we will soon start to see fully-auto-
mated factories. what does this mean for us?

the boundaries between departments, jobs and companies 
are disappearing. what impact is this having upon companies?

mass-market products are becoming customisable. what are 
the resulting impacts for manufacturing companies?

#Digitization #Industrie4.0 #Technology #DigitalRevolution

tHe FOurtH inDuStrial revOlutiOn
the economy is at the heart of the fourth industrial revolution: 
Digitalisation is leading to major upheaval in many sectors. abb 
plays a leading role in digitalisation. as part of a holistic ap-
proach, abb integrates people and services into the technolog-
ical landscape of the future. in his talk, bazmi husain will provide 
insights into the imminent changes.

3.40Pm | en
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4.30Pm | en

mariuS Swart
global Director innovation  
& entrepreneurship,  
coca-cola company
south african born marius swart studied at the georgia state 
university (usa). he started his professional career at Deloitte in 
atlanta. then he moved to coca-cola, where his work included 
posts in audit and business development. in 2012 swart moved 
to berlin where he was in charge of the group’s commercial strat-
egy. he was instrumental in setting up the coca-cola Founders 
platform.

1 | entrepreneurship and innovation 

2 | win-win

3 | lessons learnt

how can a major corporation like coca-cola be entrepreneurial
and innovative?

how can start-ups and corporations work successfully together?

what has coca-cola learnt from its collaboration with start-ups?

#Entrepreneur #Innovation #Founders #Neweconomy #Startups

interaCtiOn OF new eCOnOmY anD OlD buSineSS
marius swart reports on the role played by innovation in a global 
consumer goods corporation and how coca-cola manages to 
be innovative despite its size. he presents the example of the 
coca-cola Founders platform, which brings experienced found-
ers together with start-ups. swart is convinced that collaboration 
between the new economy and old business will become in-
creasingly important in the future. entrepreneurs are the new 
rock stars.
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FreDerik PFerDt
chief innovation evangelist, 
google inc. 

Dr. Frederik Pferdt has worked at google since 2010 and is chief 
innovation evangelist of the innovative corporation. the graduate 
economics educator founded the company‘s creative laboratory 
«the garage», which encourages inventive talent and produces 
hundreds of new ideas every year. at stanford university he lectures 
on the subjects of innovation, creativity and design thinking. Pferdt 
is convinced that creativity exists within each and every one of us.

1 | innovation process

2 | collaboration

3 | «yes and» mindset

how can we best shape the route from the point of idea gene-
ration through to successful implementation?

how can creative ideas be developed collaboratively in a team?

how can the widespread «yes but» mentality be transformed 
into a constructive «yes and» approach?

#Creativity #Yesand #GoogleGarage #SiliconValley

Creative FreeDOm – innOvatiOn Culture reimagineD
Drawing upon his own experiences at the global corporation 
google, Frederik Pferdt will explain how a large company can 
encourage innovation and creativity in a targeted manner. 
through interactive exercises he will demonstrate to the public 
the consequences of innovative spirit and a «yes and» mentality. 
the innovation specialist will also explain the learning processes 
in companies that lead to success.

4.50Pm | en
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albreCHt kreSSe
mr. summarizer

albrecht Kresse is a keynote speaker, visual summariser and au-
thor. he founded the edutrainment company and developed 
innovative methods that are applied in human resources devel-
opment as well as other areas. with more than 20 years of expe-
rience as a trainer, Kresse is an expert in his specialist area and 
was presented with the Deutsche weiterbildungspreis award in 
honour of his work in the field of further education.

1 | Play on words

2 | illustrations

3 | added value

humorous observations and disparaging comments are cha-
racteristic of albrecht Kresse.

Mr. Summarizer has a unique talent for illustrating the most 
important findings of the day so poignantly in graphical form.

albrecht Kresse is able to prepare and illustrate complex cont-
ent in a concise and comprehensible way.

#TakeAways #KeyFindings #Illustrations #Speeddenker

take-awaYS 
at the end of the day, our mr. summarizer albrecht Kresse will 
present the most important findings from the Swiss Innovation 
Forum by means of explanatory statements and live illustrations. 
the «speed thinker» constantly surprises his listeners with new 
inspiration, and he knows how to get a message across concisely 
using plays on words, jokes and profundity.

5.10Pm | De
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kurt aeSCHbaCHer
moderator

Kurt aeschbacher studied economics at the university of berne. 
since 1981 he has worked at schweizer radio und Fernsehen 
(srF) as an editor and moderator. he has extensive experience 
of a range of moderating and presenting scenarios. he regularly 
breaks new ground with his talk show «aeschbacher».

1 | experience

2 | Professionalism

3 | wit and charm

Kurt aeschbacher has moderated the swiss innovation Forum 
for eleven years now and is very familiar with the themes.

Kurt aeschbacher is a true professional on the stage who skil-
fully runs the conference.

wit and charm are integral elements of aeschbacher‘s appro-
ach to moderating and presenting.

#Moderation #SIF #SwissInnovationForum

mODeratiOn
Kurt aeschbacher has become an inherent part of the swiss in-
novation Forum. he will moderate the leading swiss innovation 
conference for the eleventh time and knows the event like no 
other.

from 8.45am
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8.00 am greeting / coffee / networking / Future expo

8.45 am welcome to  siF 2016

8.55 am «brick by brick»: way to success 
David robertson

9.20 am Pitches from STA finalists

9.30 am Future of robotics
roland Siegwart and marco Hutter

9.55 am Pitches from STA finalists

10.05 am virtual reality: between perception and reality
raffael Dickreuter

10.25 am coffee / networking / Future expo

11.10 am the best way to complain is to make something
tina roth eisenberg

11.30 am Pitches from STA finalists

11.40 am Delicious ambitions: a personal adventure
Claus meyer

12.00 am the escalation of creativity 
Franz blach

12.20 am lunch / networking / Future expo

PrOgramme
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1.45 pm workshops

1 | Design 
thinking 

2 | Gamification 3 | Digital 
embodiment

4 | storytelling 5 | call for Papers

2.45 pm coffee / networking / Future expo

3.15 pm Presentation of swiss technology award 

3.40 pm the fourth industrial revolution
bazmi Husain

3.55 pm movers & Shakers
 nikolaj hviid
 winner of masschallenge switzerland
 andreas guggenbühl

4.30 pm interaction of new economy & old business
marius Swart

4.50 pm creative freedom – innovation culture reimagined
Frederik Pferdt

5.10 pm takeaways with albrecht kresse

5.20 pm Farewell gathering / networking / Future expo
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mOverS & SHakerS
injecting creative ideas to mix it up with 
the market.
trailblazers thinking outside the box show how they use pio-
neering ideas and innovations to focus on novel directions and 
mix it up with markets. the following Q&a session with moder-
ator Kurt aeschbacher will delve into the critical success factors: 
what is it that enables some applicants and competitors to suc-
ceed over others?

3.55Pm | en/De
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maSSCHallenge SwitzerlanD
winner 2016

nikOlaJ HviiD
Founder and ceo of bragi gmbh

anDreaS guggenbüHl
Founder and ceo of reallook ag

masschallenge, the largest and most successful start-up accelerator in the world, expanded into 
switzerland in 2015. masschallenge provides start-up companies access to knowledge and resourc-
es. The firms are given office space and professional coaching free of charge, and gain access to a 
valuable network. the four-month programme of funding and support was launched in June 2016. 
at siF 2016, the winner of masschallenge switzerland will present its innovative business idea and 
talk about what it has learned from the accelerator. 

nikolaj hviid is an entrepreneur in the design and engineering sectors. Former head of Design 
at harman Kardon and ceo of Designit, a cutting-edge innovation and design agency, hviid es-
tablished bragi in 2013 gmbh and leads the company as ceo. he revolutionised the headphone 
market with «the Dash» - wireless smart earphones. Financing was achieved thanks to europe‘s most 
successful crowdfunding campaign ever on Kickstarter.

the idea originated in 2013 among a small circle of friends comprising two engineers from Zurich 
and two creatives from Berlin: Let‘s eliminate the arduous searching for jeans that fit right - frustration 
that everyone has experienced. so they started the project of custom-making jeans to measure, or-
dered online and hand-tailored by traditional craftsmanship in Germany and Switzerland. The quality 
of their one-of-a-kind products and the satisfaction expressed by customers have proven them right. 
they are meanwhile selling thousands of pairs of jeans in numerous countries, ranging from swit-
zerland to scandinavia.
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worKshoP 1
Design thinking

Florian baumgartner and niklaus moor of the swiss innovation 
agency innoveto specialise in driving innovation in early devel-
opment phases. since studying product design, baumgartner 
has worked for a number of firms, including Volkswagen and an 
international agency. moor studied social psychology, is an ex-
pert in user experience and was active at swisscom as a design 
thinking specialist.

1 | human-centred

2 | agile

3 | concrete

how are new business models, products and services that 
enthuse customers created?

How can a process best progress quickly and on target?

how can ideas become reality in fast and exciting ways?

QuiCklY turning iDeaS intO realitY 
Florian baumgartner and niklaus moor support and guide com-
panies, from initial development of an idea right through to pro-
totyping. their basic approaches inject speed, fun and tangible 
success into almost every development process. their workshop 
will introduce the discipline of design thinking — with a healthy 
mixture of theory and practice. using a few strands of spaghetti, 
some adhesive tape and a handful of sweets, they demonstrate 
in their marshmallow challenge the value of prototyping.

1.45Pm | De
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worKshoP 2
Gamification  

roman rackwitz ranks among the world‘s best known gam-
ification experts. He is CEO of Engaginglab GmbH, Europe‘s 
premier gamification agency. In 2015 Rackwitz founded RACK-
social, an agency promoting long-term use of social media 
solutions in corporate settings. This gamification pioneer and 
social media evangelist also lectures at munich business school 
and the institute for communication and leadership in lucerne.

1 | Participation

2 | Progress

3 | collaboration

when do people develop the motivation and will to voluntarily 
commit to a project?

in games, everyone is looking to become a «better me». how can this 
attitude be successfully fostered in the day-to-day business world?

whoever joins forces with others will succeed. how can organi-
sations promote this behaviour?

uSing gameS anD Fun tO Create StrategY
Gamification is the application of game design elements and 
principles to non-game contexts – for example to daily busi-
ness routines. the playful approaches of roman rachwitz help 
to promote creativity and motivation in business environments, 
enabling people to better deal with and master complex tasks 
as well as monotonous routines. the method is successful, with 
analyses showing it significant enhances motivation, customer 
loyalty and return on investment.

1.45Pm | De
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1.45Pm | De

worKshoP 3
Digital embodiment

rolf beck is President of the technical Design group of the aargau 
teachers‘ association in the swiss canton of aargau. he strongly ad-
vocates gamified communication of technical education and train-
ing. this is why since 2015 he has been leading a project called «Pro-
cess-Driven learning environment» that units high-tech elements 
with learning. the project is sponsored by the aargau hightech 
centre, hsr, Fhnw, the hasler Foundation, swissmem and iftest.

1 | Digitalisation

2 | learning by playing

3 | Passion for technology

how is the digital transformation impacting business enterpri-
ses and the swiss economy?

How can technical skills be successfully taught by gamified 
means?

what makes learning processes effective and sustainable?

teCHniCal eDuCatiOn & training bY gamiFieD metHODS
as digitalisation moves forward, skills such as computer program-
ming are becoming more important every day. yet, softwares are 
never stand-alone products, rather they are always linked to equip-
ment or functions. this is what the Process-Driven learning envi-
ronment project is geared for: encouraging people to develop 
their own ideas and products with digital components. the Digital 
embodiment workshop communicates engineering knowledge. 
working in groups, you‘ll build and programme your own laser 
show and learn technical skills by playful, gamified means.
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1.45Pm | De

worKshoP 4
Storytelling

the communication trainer michael geerdts heads up his own 
company, which specialises in applied communication. he‘s the 
chief storytelling officer among the communication consultants, 
and supports start-ups as well as medium-sized enterprises in 
carefully designing stories and effectively presenting them. 
geerdts is not only an entrepreneur, but also a lecturer at berlin 
university of applied sciences (htw).

1 | imagination

2 | role

3 | structure

why do stories have such a powerful effect on listeners?

how can i captivate my listeners when telling stories?

how should i build my story so that the message really sticks 
permanently?

CamP Fire at tHe COnFerenCe table
stories are tremendously powerful. with the right story, your 
message will not just effectively resonate among your audience 
– it will stick with them in a positive way. through storytelling, 
you bring the camp fire to the conference table. In this practical 
workshop you‘ll experience in playful ways how you can structure 
and tell an exciting story. talk is silver – but stories are gold.
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1.45Pm

? worKshoP 5
Call for Papers

We‘re looking for your idea, your vision, your project – creative, 
fresh and innovative. Design a practice-oriented workshop and 
inspire our participants with your novel insights and takeaways. 
we‘re looking for creative ideas with substance. the programme 
topic should be one that gives participants real added value.
 
In return for sharing your idea, we‘ll offer you an ideal workshop 
stage for you to speak and play, and entry to the swiss innovation 
Forum free of charge. 
 
By when? the deadline for submissions is 30 september 
2016.

How? send us your proposal with a brief description of its con-
tent and workflow (in 500 words or less) along with the speaker‘s 
curriculum vitae to workshop@swiss-innovation.com. you will 
then hear back from us by mid-october.
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become a Part oF the swiss innovation 
Forum 2016 by submitting your  
aPPlication to the Call FOr PaPerS!
the idea of participation and sharing knowledge is one of the key elements of the swiss innovation 
Forum. From your submissions to our Call for Papers, we will for the first time hold a one-hour work-
shop to take place the afternoon of this year‘s forum. surprise us with an innovative and unusual 
programme segment! 
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HelSinki
The Helsinki metropolitan area is a blooming business centre offering a flourishing, well functioning 
economy, a skilled and highly qualified workforce and impressive investments in research and devel-
opment. What is more, it is a stable, safe and secure region with excellent quality of life.

Blooming hub of corporate start-ups
the helsinki region has become home to over 500 start-ups that are among the most innovative busi-
ness enterprises in the world. in part, this has come about thanks to the area‘s numerous business incu-
bators and entrepreneurship promotion programmes. trailblazing technologies like those pioneered 
by ssh communications security, linux and mysQl were developed in helsinki, and some of the most 
renowned success stories worldwide, such as rovio and supercell, got their start in helsinki. yet, why 
helsinki of all places?

• Support: Start-ups find broad support from the public sector and private investors.
• know-How: employees have completed some of the best programmes of education and training 

anywhere in the world.
• innovation: interdisciplinary studies ensure advanced and innovative ideas.
• it professionals: over 115,000 it specialists work in the greater helsinki area.
• working enironment: modern infrastructure and effective logistics make for a pleasurable, streamlined 

working environment.
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big PlaYerS, maDe in FinlanD
we are delighted that ten Finnish start-ups are set to present their innovative business models and 
new technologies at siF 2016. visit with these successful entrepreneurs in the networking Zone of 
our Future expo, and let yourself be inspired.
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SwiSS
teCHnOlOgY 
awarD 2016
switzerland‘s leading technology prize

as part of the swiss innovation Forum, the most 
innovative business enterprises in switzerland 
will be honoured with the swiss technology 
award 2016. this coveted distinction, awarded 
in the three categories of «inventors», «start-ups» 
and «innovation leaders», crowns outstanding 
innovations and developments that exhibit high-
er-than-average market potential and major op-
portunities for growth. this year marks the 28th 
time the swiss technology awards have been 
presented. Prize winners receive a custom-tai-
lored support package consisting of marketing 
and communication measures, in-depth expert 
feedback, valuable contacts and simplified entry 
into the seF4Kmu growth programme. 

the swiss technology award is sponsored by:
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the swiss technology award is sponsored by its 
Award Ambassadors. Three finalist pitches will 
be presented on the main stage in each cat-
egory over the course of siF 2016, before the 
winners are crowned at the awards ceremony. by 
honouring outstanding new ideas with the swiss 
technology award, the swiss innovation Forum 
alongside the award ambassadors contributes 
invaluably to promoting a culture of innovation 
in switzerland.

 www.swiss-technology-award.com
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FutureexPo 2016
Showcase of innovation – Source of inspiration
at its Future expo, the swiss innovation Forum 
hosts a unique exhibition presenting state-of-
the-art knowledge and know-how from a broad 
range of sectors. Futuristic prototypes, promis-
ing projects and new technologies.
some 40 exhibitors from switzerland and 
abroad lend insight into the world of tomorrow. 

the integrated networking Zone allows you to 
make new contacts. university-based scientists 
and academics will be on hand in addition to 
successful new entrepreneurs and innovative 
start-ups. this setting enables cross-sector net-
working, pro-active opinion-sharing and fresh 
stimulation for new business ideas.
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PROFESSIONAL

Future expo is presented under the auspices 
of the commission for technology and inno-
vation (cti). as the swiss federal government's 
innovation promotion agency, the cti supports 
research and development projects carried out 
between universities and companies. it supports 
the founding and setup of tech start-ups by pro-
viding entrepreneurial courses and a targeted 
coaching programme. the cti also promotes 
the exchange of knowledge and technology be-
tween universities and companies via innovation 
mentors and networks.

thanks to the generous support of our design 
partner Pfister Professional, Future Expo 2016 has 
a new look and feel. the networking Zone is not 
only more innovative, it will also live up to the siF 
focal topics of creativity, design and innovation. 
let yourself be inspired by the contemporary de-
sign concept!

Patronage Design partner
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tiCketS

by public transport
take streetcar lines 1 or 2 from the 
basel sbb main railway station to 
the «messeplatz» stop.

mit dem auto
Please use the parking garage ser-
ving the basel exhibition centre:
Parkhaus messe basel
riehenstrasse 101, 4058 basel

getting tHere

Save tHe Date 
The twelfth Swiss Innovation Forum will be held 
on 16 November 2017.

conference ticket
incl. food and beverages, Future expo and entry to 
all programme features

chF 590.–

student ticket
for those with a valid student iD card: incl. food 
and beverages, Future expo and entry to all 
programme features.

chF 250.–

regiStratiOn
register at:   registration.swiss-innovation.com
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main partners

Knowledge & award partners

network partners

media partner location partner Design partner

PROFESSIONAL

Canton of Zurich
Department for Economic Affairs 
Offi ce for Economy and Labour

www.swiss-innovation.com
/swissinnovationinfo@swiss-innovation.com #siF2016 @ swissinnovation+41 33 334 23 24


